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Photos by Beaumont Newhall

Visifing Professor

Newhall. Authority On Photography
Interview By TOM WEBSTER
Beaumont Newhall~ visiting
professor in the art department, is.
considered one of the foremost
authorities on photography as an
art form.
Be fore coming to UNM.
Newhall was curator of the
George Eastman House in
Rochester, New York. Belote that
he worked as a librarian in the
Museum of Modern Art. Newhall
has written several important
books, including History of
Photography, fU"st published in
1937 and later revised,
NewhaWs knowledge stretches
· from daguerreotype to the latest
techniques. Speaking about video
tapes, Newhall predicted that they
would play a tremendous role in
the future. Using electtordcally
produced images, video tapes are
extremely versatile in producing
not only films but also stills. 'l'he
visiting professo:r emphasized
space exploration as an area where
electronicallv produced images are
highly developed and utilized.
Following is part of a
conversation with Newhall.
Q, Why doo.s photography have
such an impact?
A. Well, l think that we at the
present moment ar~ involved in a
photographic environment to an
extent that man has never known
~efore. We are unindated . by
1mages created by a lens. They
may be photographic images
published in magazines and
newspapers, they may be televised
images or televised images of

photographie images, or they may much. I have a very enthusiastic
be films. But here we have this group of students. n~s very
bombardment-our knowledge or sa.tillfying indeed. The resources ot
the wotld is so greatly course are not what l'm used to,
conditioned by what we see but you couldn't expect this. In a
discipline that is so new, the
through the image of the lens.
Q ~ Why do you find fabulous collection at the George
photography so interesting?
Eastman House. 1 pretty much
A. n· seems to me that took for granted. Wetre building:
photography is a very relative them up here, t think you're going
thing at this particular stage in to hear a lot more about
history, and l've been f'ast!inated photography on the campus next
b31 the development of year when Van Deren Coke comet;
photography over the years* and back, because he is equally
its consideration 8$ an art form. interested in this field.
It's been ebb and flow. It's been
Q. When was photography
.
accepted as an art form, it's been accepted as an art form?.
A. Really to go back to that
relected. I consider it a very
important branch of the history we go to the work ot one o£ the
of the visual arts. And 1 ant vety great giants, Alfred Stieglitz, He
proud that this university has began to photograph in 1884 in
made it nossible tor me to spend a Berlin and came back to Ailiedca
whole teaching lo~td just on this in 1890 and was shocked that
photography was not taken .more
problem.
Q. Do you think UNM wnl ~riously as it was in Europe. He
began to push toward the
become a leadet in this area?
A. Well, that is something acceptance of photography as an
we're looking towards. I've been ~t form that cultninated really in
talking with the chairman of the ·a big exhibition held at Buffalo.
department and he's very That is really what I consider the
entli usiastic about having begil'lning of the new era of
.
ph.otography play such an photography, 1907·1910.
Q. Why do you tie togethtll:
important part of the curriculum.
Q. The higher-ups in the th~ role of photography to the
administration want to see such a history of art and the history of
civilization?
ptogram started?.
A. 1 don't look upon
A. I can1t talk about that, 1
don't know. Fortunately I don't photography as a separate thin~.l
.hava to deal with the higher•ups, feet it darn important that we
somebody else can do that. I've relate it to what else is going on,
and jn my teaching I try to do
had my fill of administration.
Q. You're satisfied teachirig? that. For instance 1907 was the
A. Oh, I enjoy teaching very beginning of cubism. Cubism

would hardly have existed if there
hadn't been the need for the artist
to find some other way of
expressing hi.mself than the
representational, which the·
camera took the whole
representational thing away from
the painter. That indeed we can
define photography. by reading
what the critics said a painting
ought to be in the cubist days-it

should not be from a fixed point
in space or a fixed point in time.
That is exactly what photography
is, They said if you draw this
ash-try as an oval, it's a lig. That's
a round ash•tray, you should
make it appear round in your
picture, and they described
peupective deliberately.
Perspective is built into the
camera.

Beaumont Newhall
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'Notorious' Landlord
Taken to Magistrate

HUNCAN

LOBO

DINES

future actions of this sort. (During
a ~:ecent Daily Lobo survey on
student housing, it was found ~.hat
landlord$ are .notorious in not
returnillg d~Jposits paid at time of
entl'y.)
.
"The apartment was )"lot clean
whel1 I moved in," Ms. Chan tel
noted, "but I worked a lot to fi:x.
the place up to make lt liveable.''

Conserve paper;-give this paper t .. a friend

by
G. G.

HUN CAN
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'YOU'RE NOT GOING TO HAVE ED MUSI(JE TO KICK AROUND ANY MORIH'

letters. • •

amateur athletic program at UNM.
The students who voted in the
Th~; other day tl;e Albuquerque
majority to make athletic tees
Journal ran an article which optional showed that they were
pretty clearly showed that not willing to pay for on·campus
football coach Rudy Feldman was big sports, and they shouldn't
violating at least the spirit of the have to.
NCAA rule about Spring pract1ces
The athletlc department will
with his Physical Education Hill have trouble making ends meet if
class, football fundamentals.
fees are made optional. Perhaps
Near the end of that article they will look elsewhere for
Feldman was quoted by the financing. In 1969·70 $167,000
reporter to the ~ffect that w.as allocated by the State
everything lieard from the UNM Legislature for athletics at UNM.
football squad shouldn't be But hopefully, if fees are made
believed because today players are· optional, the department will give
always complainiog about .some thought to spending less
something.
money and creating enough
Well Coach, it just might be facilities to allow more students
that players are tired of beillg to participate in sports. A few
treated like chattel. They might more handball courts or a jogging
also be tired of being called track W()tlid be of great value.
belly·achers after submitting to
T.oday it's not how you play
extra practices. But most of all the game, it's whether you win or
they might be tired of a big, Jose and how much it means at
expensive and latenUy the gate. Prof. Lloyd R. Burley,
hypocritical "athletic program" Chairman of the Physical
that allows such abuses and that Educatlon Department, bas said
creates a gulf of dislike and that the athletic pr<>gram brings in
distrust between athletes and the just ab()ut as much m()ney as it
student body. This is not the spends. Counting the present fees
playe.l.''s fault. It is not the that may be true, but there is no
student's fault, and it may not good reason the University should
even be the coach's fault.
be in the Sports Business in the
Athletics at UNM has bec<>me a first place. The present system
hard·nosed big business that has bars most students from
nothing to do with amateurism, participating in sport, caUSti!S
school spirit or character building. tertsion between students and
It is interested in building gate athletes and severely compromises
r~ceipts not sportsmanship. In
Lhe ideals of sport and of the
1969·70 $366,562.35 was spent Univetsity. Right no'\\<· every<>ne is
on grants•in•aid to athletes. losing the game the athletic
$276,876.62 went to salaries in department is playing.
the athletic department.
Jeff L4:le
$44,216.79 was expended on the
training table, while $54,324.70 Thanks
was spent on recruiting and
like to take this opportunity
campus· visits. Two of last year's to l'd
thank the guys at KUNM and
54 football players were not on the Daily Lobo for putting out
full scholarship.
the fire in my car on Saturday,
These incredible' figures show just before the Big Game. Their
the professional nature or sport at quick action in unselfishly
UNM. They do n()t even show the pouring their beer on the flames,
cost of constructing special locker regardless of personal anguish in
-rooms and dining r()oms which are such an act of sacrilege, avetted
used exclusively by the athletic what could have been a total Ioss.
department. The amount of
Also, a special thanks to
money spent on athletes and the Hamburger
pitching ace Roger
type of elitism that it creates, Ruvolo
for dashing into Johnson
tragically separates and isolates Gym ta call tbe APD, even though
the athlete from• his··.f~lcw the line was bw;y. At least he got
students. lt is responsible for the his dime back.
C()ncept of "jocks" concept.
Once again, people, thanks. As
Amateurism and spodsmanship soon as I declare bankruptcy and
are n()t totally dead at UNM, they go on welfare, I'd like to buy each
are merely being smothered. The of you a six·pack and a box of
weight lifting tearn gets a small
amount of money from ASUNM animal crackers.
Randy Sitton
and still wins. Cross c<>untry and
swimming teams have many
students who receive practically Marvelous Changes
nothing from the athletic
Permit me the liberty of
department, but all of this is quoting the front page of last
overshadowed by the- gross Monday's Daily Lobo, which
hypoc:racy of big time sports; the announced to UNM the marvelous
kind of hypocracy that the changes that were going to take
University encourages by allowing piace, in the newspaper.
Phys. Ed, 162 as a cover for e:ldra
"We stand for honest,
practices.
inventigating . news that gets
It's time to kick big time sports behind the stories that never get
off the campus and into the world written. The Lobo will be full' of
of the professional promoter news, interviews, features, columns
where it belongs. tr alums and the and graphics." (As if the Lobo
community want winning ball had never had a11y of these
teams and ate willing to pay for before.) "The new Lobo is a
them, then they should have whole re-dedication of the word
them, but they should enjoy big as truth.'' (l presume this last
time sports out in the open, not statement refers to a presentation
sccteted h<'hind a non-existent of the news that is unbiased, a11d

Frying Feldman
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we·'ve gotten a lot of nice comments from people since our
first column last week cincluding a long letter from Bruce
Noel at the Bm:eau of Engineering Resero:ch. Bruce reminds
roe that Michelin never gives any restaurant more than three
stars and so I stand corrected on that point.
.. Tha Mo.b.iLquality restaurant rating goes up to five stars.
Bruce said he lias -n.otl'oun(fany rvlobil-l'am--::.'t<U:-qu.ali:tyrestaurants in the city and adds: ~<Jn my opinion, it would be
impossible for a restaurant to get four stars if it did not have
an excellent wine list. Almost no restaurants here have even
passable wine lists. There is one in Taos, La Dona Ltiz, which
does although the restaurant itself is not quite up to four star
standards because it is not above using canned vegetables."
Michelin and Mobil notwithstanding, we are going to start
our own ratings in the fall when the column continues. We'll
be giving up tb a four fork rating for those eating
establishments which come up to the highest culinary
standards in their field. That is to say, the average university
student doesn't know a good 1969 Burgundy from Cold
Duck. But the students want to know what restaurant he can
go to get filled up at a reasonable cost and what restaurant to
go when ytlu're in formal dress, We'll be stressing all kinds of
eateries ranging from Portofino and the Summit House to the
best truck stop this side of Route 66. In that manner, we will
cover the whole range of eating places in Albuquerque.

does not ·carry a biblical
connotation.)
How can you call having a
picture of a pig blatantly
displayed on the front page in an
article on the police unbiased
reporting (Thursday, April 27)?
No matter how bad the police
ocAn alternative to the Union" is what the folks over at the
seem to be it is not for the Lobo
to judge them in a news article, Canterbury Chapel ( 425 University NE) call theil: lUJ.!ch
which in theory at least is menu.
unbiased. For gosh sakes, let the
Under the very able kitchen talents of Molly McCarty the
reader himself c()me to the
conclusion as t() whether the Canterbury Chapel offers a cafeteria style menu featuring a
police are right or Wl'ong.
different main dish each day. But instead of the usual
On the next page of this issue overcooked green peas and carrots syndrome, Molly serves up
there is a picture of some ROTC
students in a tug·o·war battle, a meal which could have come right out of your momma's
who were awarded the pejorative oven (if your mom really knew how to cook).
"Daily Lobo Merit Badge." Make
Yesterday's lunch was lasagne and. a tossed salad. The
no mistake about-I am not an lasagne had just finished cooking when I ate it and the thick
ROTC student, and am n()t
particularly concerned about the ricotta and mozzeralla cheeze was bubbling between the
ROTC image. But this kind ()f layers of pasta. Chu.-;ks of stewed tomatoes were floating in
asinine journalism is certainly no the tomato and onion sauce which I found to be just a little
help in enabling opposite factions underspiced (I have quite a taste for gat'Jic and oregano and
t() see things from the same like my Italian food with liberal quantities of the spices).
viewpoint. All you ar~ doing is
The tossed salad was a bit disappointing in that the whole
falling prey to the current popular
anti-ROTC sentiment, following salad consisted of only two kinds of lettuce and nothing else.
the whim or the larger portion of But given the monstrosities they call salads on campus with
the student body.
their little shreds of lettuce that look like somebody lost·a
Ted DuBois head of hair, it stands up well.

Costello

Vet Placement

The Student Veterans
Asso<1ia tion ttlong with the
National Alliance of Busines$men
is helping veterans find j()bs in
many fields. There will be a free
placement confer11nce at which
veterans will learn about
employment opportunities M11y 8
Poetry
7: 30 p.m. at the VFW Post
Gary Brower of the Dept. of at
401 Washington and Lomas. For
will give a
informat
contact
-ol.'~
11t 8 p.m. in the third floor
durin~ the
lounge of Ortega Hall.
mornings.

Stop by the Joyce Costello for
State Senate Club table in the
Union for more information on
the Joyce Costello Fo~ State
Sena.te Club 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
May 1 to May 5.

Chlcano Health

ii1j

The National Chicano Health
Organi:&ation will have an informal
coun.lleling session from l until
4~30 p.m. May 3 at the Chicano
Studies Center for Chicanos
interi:sted in premedical, nursing
and paramedical professions.

Linguistics .
The UNM Linguistics Club will
sponsor a lecture by Stanley
Newman, r11cen.tly retired
profess()r emeritus,. of the
department of 11ntbropolo!J¥ on
''Linguistics, Retention and
Diffusion in Bella Coola" on May
4 at 7:30 p.m. in Ortega Hallll>3.

Ubu

Ubu, the King, a theater of the
absurd play, will be presented by
the English Department May 4-6,
8:30 p.m. in the Bandelier East
Loun~e. 'rickets a~e 75 cents with
I.D. 11t the door.

The English Department and
Fervent Valley Enterprises are
prellenting an evening of poetry
and galactic roar featuring Bill
Pearlman and Steve Rodefer
Thursday at 8 p.m. May 4 in the
ruva on campus.

1!
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My alleged statement in the
Daily Lobo •.. Was candid and
accurate evaluation of the
situation at the time it was
uttered. It does not imply any
criticism of the Data Processing
Center.
Chris Eng
Assistant Registrar

Mean What You Say
After reading the fr()nt page of
your first edition of the Daily
Lobo (Monday April 14) I hope
you mean what you said.
For the past two year$ the
Daily Lobo has projected an
image that is a cr()ss between the
Albuquerque Journal and the
Albuquerque News. The reason
for this image is that
approximately 75 per cent of the
Daily Lobo was dedicated to both
news that was pdnted in the
previous day's Journal and scores
of advertisements such as occurs
in the Albuquerque News.
It's very unfair that we students
must pay for a local paper to read
the news, then pay the Lobo (via
student fees) to read the same
news the following day. Similarly,
it's unfair that the Lobo present
us with exotic advertisements,
such as "flying away from it all on
TWA," when most of us can't
even afford taking the city bus to
campus.
I hope, therefore, that you do
indeed dmnge this image of the
Lobo and that in the future you
dedicatt! yam efforts to coverage
of news on. campus, news about
university affairs, news that will
interest us students about our
campus life instead of trying to
c<>mpete with local papers for
state, national, and international
news (which we already know)
atld advertising C()Verage (which
we can't afford).
Phil Baca

II
I'

Daily Lobo Editorial Staff
Aaron Howard, editor
Sandy McGrawr managing editor
. Mark Blum, city editor.
Charles Andrew$, arts &
Tom Reichert, sports editor
media editor
Chuck Feil, photo editor
Garry Kitchmeier, ad manager
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Business

Law and Order

McGovern

· Jerome H. Skolnick, professor
of criminology and research
crimin()logist at the Center for the
Study of Law and Society,
University of California at·
Berkeley, will speak May 8 at
7:30 p.m. at the school of law.
Skolnick will speak on
"Perspectives on Law and Order"
in the UNM Criminal Justice
Lecture Series.

Bernalillo County McGovern
for P~:esident volunteers will
caucus May 5 to choose
prospective McGovern national
delegates and alternate$ for the
county. at 7:30p.m. in the Kiva.

Women's Center

Those interested in playing on
the UNM rugby team should meet
at the field east of Johnson Gym
May 2 at 5:30 p.m.

Rugby

The Women's Cootdinating
Center will sponsor a brief play
and panel discussion of the
subject of abortion May 3 at 8:00
p.m. in the Kiva. Admission is
free.

*

800K ceNreR

FAIR PLAZA

!!

LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon.-Fri. 10am·9 prn •
pm
Sun. Tprn-6

$Qt. let

am·S

Tuesday, May 2, 1972
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Field Trip
*
A one-day geology field trip to *
the Satlgre de Cristo Mountains *
will be held May 7 for students *
*
and faculty · ()f the Geology !
Department.
*
*
**
BOOKS !!
BO'OKS,. BOOKS *
~ Umfff{Off~
!*

i*

•••
•~•

For

•

Graduation

**

*

Sound Is lhe

Best GiftHear The

Best Sound At
Hudson's

lviun.-;e~.~Frl. t/119:00

Open
7611 Menau/ NE

!
•••
•

t

!
•!_.,
•

Moratorium
A table on the Mall will hand
out black arm bands and leaflets
May 4 "for those who have died
11nd who are dying in the 'Vietnam
War."

Radio-Reclining Se~ts..White Walls
Front Wheel Drive-All the features
you expect on a fine car. plus
over 30 MPG

DOWNTOWN IMPORTS
now (lt yout perSOilal !ervlc&

{ft

new wedding ring /rom

the

leweler

@onlinent . . .

Sxpres
Let your symbol of Love be

captured in l4K gold. Your names,
your signs joined in the
languages t>f love • • . Spanish
Engfish or French • • •
punctuated with diamonds,
if you desire.

t

J

296-6978 -1c

1 [

pml1

2 door or 4 door Sedan

$1695.00

Newly elected officers of Oclt:l
Sigma Pi, the professi()nal business
and economics fraternity are:
Mick Wilson, president; Joe
Young, senior vice·president;
Keith Yocum, vice-president for
pledge education; Doug Reinhard,
vice-president for professional
activities; Jim Young, treasurer;
Leon Batson, secretary> Jim
Bennink, chancellor; Matt Cohen,
hisrorian.

...

1971 SUBARU STAR

A man. his wife and their child were, to say the least, sUl'prised
when their car burst into flames yesterday neat University Drug
Store. The car was destroyed in the sudden fire,. and police are
investigating the incident.

* * *
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The price for the lunch is $1.25 which goes towards the
Canterbury Building Fund. So you're eating and doing a
mitzvah at the same time. If you don't want a whole meal,
you can eat a bowl of Molly's home made chili ($.60) any
day.
The menu for the rest of the week includes chicken
teriyaki today; <:reamed ham and artichokes for tomorrow;
New Mexico tamale pie on Thursday; curried eggs with
shrimp sauce with fresh fruit on Friday.
Don't worry about having your meals in a church. Nobody
lays a Jesus trip on your head and the atmosphere is quite
delightful. You can eat your meal in the serene outdoor patio
in an environment very removed from the hot asphalt of the
university.
Incidentally, make it down there quickly because the
kitchen will close on May 19.
During the course of the year, I get many requests from
visitors from other parts of the country on where to go for
"authentic Mexican food!' We will cover this area in depth
next semester.
But right now, I will dwell on what passes for "authentic''
in most places you eat at.
A good example of this style of Mexican food can be
found at El Matador {315 Rio Grande NW). The food is
Mexican all rightJ straight from a can.
l had their enchilada dinner ($;1..25) in which the red chili
was a sauce made from ground chili powder and water and
the Spanish rice was warmed over white rice with a little
tomato sauce thrown in for color.
I'm not saying the food is bad-because it isn't. But when
your green chili comes.from a can and your sopapillas taste
like scouring pads, it spoils what can be a decent meal.
Too many Mexican ,food restaurants in this town have
gone the way of the "modern" Naw Me1eico housewife-buy
it from :i grocery shelf and out of a can. That is not what real
Chicano food is all about.

.

available on campus at
American Bank of
Commerce in the S.U.B.
for information on your bus route call 842-7830
,
, ,.....,,
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Pearlman & Rodefer

HI FJ STEREO
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Daily Lobo Review

•America•Terrific.·Wildlife' A Bomb

De Broca Uses War

TO Judge (In) Sanity
":KING OF UEARTS"

As some of you may know, I
used to write an album review
column for the now·deceliSed
Hard Times. The following were
ready to go, as a new feature
(capsule reviews, ip. addition to
the usual lengthy ones), in the
issue that never happened. Not
wanting all this effort to go to
waste (and liS a feeler for a
possible weekly feature next

New Mexico
DAILYLPBO
Vol. 75
No. 139
BQx 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M 87106
Editorial Phone ( 505) 277 •
4102, 277·4202;
Advertising 277·4002
The Daily New M~xipo Lobo is
published Monday th:tough l''ridaY
every regular week of the -Vniver•
.!!lty year by tile Board of Student
Publications of the University of
N!!w Mexico, 1111d Is not financially
aS$0ciated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqerquc, New
Mexico 87106. Subscription xate is
$7 for the academic y~ar.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of Thll Dally .Lobo
a:re those of the author solely. Unsi~ned upi.ulon ll> Uu•t of the cdi
toria.l board of The Daily Lobo.
Nothing printed in The Dally Lobo
necessarily represents the views of
the University of New Mexico.

year), here are the Hard Times
Leftovers, still juicy:
****OUTSTANDING
"AMERICA"
Amedca
(Warner Bros./BS 2576)
Best debut album I've hea:rd in
ages, A trio of Americans who
now call England home, they're
very young but very talentml and
polished. Almost all acoustic
music (six· and 12-stxing guitars),
beautifully blended, and vocal
harmonizing neatly as good as
CSN & Y's. As mellow as a spring
aftemoon. Don't miss America.
***EXCELLENT***
"IviORDICAI JONES"
Mordicai Jones
(Polydor/PD 5014))
Second in the Link Wray series,
Jones' package is even better than
Wray's loose eastern backwoods
blues. Th<! Wray musical family is
a great band; Mordicai'!i tough
vocals and Link's beautiful
instrumental work especially
make this a pure delight.
Completely overlooked by both
press and public, but still one of
the best albun-.s of 1971.
**VERY GOOD>~<>~<
"LINDA RONSTADT"
Linda Ronstadt
(Capitol/SMAB-685)
If you listen only to rock radio
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Anytime
of the month
can be
vacation time
You've been planning and
packing for weeks, without
a worry about whether your
period would interfere with
your vacation. Because
you're counting on Tam pax
tampons.
With internally worn
Tampax tampons, you're
comfortably protected, free
to swim, tour and sight-see.
And they couldn't be easier
to pack.
So see all the sights and
do everything you've been
waiting a whole year to do.
With Tam pax tampons
along, it doesn't matter
what time of the month you
take your vacation.

- T\-\ ~t f\\ DE R. B1 RD THlS
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find "American Pie" something
you can't be without.
BOMBS AlVA Y-"WILD LIFE"
Wings
(Apple/SW 3386)
Just horrible, not a redeeming
moment on it-even worse than
"RAM," if ¥OU can imagine that.
If his name weren't Paul
McCm:tney I doubt any record
company would've even
considered ,r11leasing this· travesty.
Paul's muse is definitely out to
lunch; I just hope she hasn't given
up completely. I almost have.
Keep repeating, "He used to be a
Beatie, •• !'
"EVOLUTION-THE BEST OF
IRON BUTTERFLY"
Iron Butterfly
(Atco/SD 33·369)
This is volume two, no less,
They weren't even any good when
they were popular, and this album
is godawful to listen to in 1972.
Atco should have left the corpse
buried. I just pray they don't have
enough material left for a volume
three.
By CHARLES ANDREWS

Fulbright Scholars

Seven UNM students- have been
awal'ded Fulbright scholarships
for study overseas next year.
The winners receive living and
travel expenses, plus full tuition
fol' study in universities in Europe
a.m.-3 a.m.
Sun
I
'11 a.m.-1 a.m. ~ and South America. Selections
Ccntl'Jil SEt were made from ten UNM
op ·1600B42·s7a6
$ applicants, with seven winning
-..~'""""'•"\o.•\o'-4."-**4;,,
..... ..

7ljhu·-crc·ra~~-;5·.. t.~~·4Y~i!~
i

stations yo~\ may not have. heatd
anything from Linda since her
Stone Pony days. That's because
she's switched to country music,
and she handles it beautifully.
Backup musicians are excellent
(llld by Sneaky Pete's and Buddy
Emmon's steel guitars and Gib
Guilbeau's fiddle), song selection
is varied (Eric Anderson, Johnny
Cash, Neil Young) and well-suited
to her ("I Fall To Pieces" is a
knockout), and she's in fine form
throughout. Very satisfying.
*GOOD*
"AMERICAN PIE"
Don McLean
(United Artists/UAS-5535)
A one-song album. Beyond the
title cut everything is (or should
have been) .throw·away
material-no music or lyrics worth
listening to a second time. But the
eight and a half minute
''American Pie" chronicle is so
good, on so many levels, it alone
practically makes the album
worth its price, and
single·handedly earns it at least a
"Good." If you've ever in your
life rock and rolled, J'OU just may

ARr

spots of only 500 positions
availi~ble nationwide.
New Fulbdght students
include;
Jeanne ~ Grelish, a lecturer in
music and master's degree
candidate, will go to Vienna,
Austria to work on the vocal
music of Mahler.
Emily Laguer, UNM senior, will
study German linguistics at the
University of Hamburg.
Shirley Mangini, Spanish major,
will go to Chile to study
contemporary Chilean literature.
Margaret Moore, lecturer in
nursing and a candidate for a
master's degree in nursing, will go
to England to study health facility
design.
·
Paola Quargnali will go to
Argentina to complete her
doctoral dissertation on the works
of contemporary South American
novelists.
Jason Rogers, holder of a
master's degree from UNM, will
go to Spain to complete PhD
work on the golden age of
literature of that country.
Geoffrey Young, teaching
assistant in English, will study
contemporary French poets in
Paris.

.Razor'S Edge
Sebring
. Professional

rHair

·

£or Men

ng

air

' used two bumbling fools as
Philippe De Br:oca
emissaries from the same world
Guild Theater
trying to locate a lost bomb on
Decades ago, Jean Giradoux the insap.ity of a Greek island.
· Soldiers 'Wrong'
wrote a play in which a c:razy lady
saves the Lou11r-e from
De Broca uses the same
entrepreneurs who wish to tem- it technique; until the end of the
down because oil was discovered movie the only sane people
in the sewers of :Paris underneath. atound, with the exception of
"Th11 Madwoman Of Chaillot" Alan Bates, are three soldiers sent
was mad because she couldn't to track him do\VJ\. They are the
understand a money hunger that op.ly thing wrong with the film.
would sacrifice anything to They 1,1re reminiscent,
appease itself. The cast of Philippe intentionally I think, of the three
De Broca's <~King Of Hearts" is Stooges, and the heavy-handed
m a. d b e c a us e i t can n o t approach to comedy they employ
ut:~derstimd war.· Or paitC Or is totally out -of-keeping. with t,be
uglit:~ess.
rest of the movie, It's as if Phyllis
· A smaii town jn France is Diller suddElnly were· to appear in
evacuated iP. 1918 as the Germans- the -middle of a Marcel Marceau
approach. An English spy (Alan performance.
Bates) is sent to the village and
Ala,n Bat~s is ·adequate as the
discovers the loonies from the King Of Hearts-he's an actor (likEl
local looney bin are running the Dustin Hoffman) difficult to get
town. They crown him King of excited about anymore since's
Hearts, he falls in love with one of he's still playing the nut he did so
the girls (Genevieve Bujold) and well in "Georgy Girl."
saves them from both the English French-Canadian acress Genevieve
and the Germans, who of cour~;e Bujold is radiant as his girl-friend,
kill each other. After the battle, Colombine. She's sweet and pure
one of the cuckoos looks down at and wholesome and aU of those
the body-littered town sq,uare and other disgusting things but she's
says, ''Don't you think those never saccharine. Almost makes
actors are going a little too far?" you believe virginity may have
On that note, they exit stage left someting.
and reLuru to heo,vcn-their
More than anything else, farce
asylum.
depends on exact timing and,
(In ) Sanity
unfortunately, the print showing
Psychology defines sanity, at the Guild is a dubbed version,
moxe or less, as being able to cope and badly dubbed at that. Film
with the real world. Giradoux distributors ought to learn that
thought in an insane world the the American public can reai:l and
only sane people were to be found subtitles are the least destructive
among the insane-if you can cope way of presenting a film to a
with this existence, there's got -to foreign audience.
be something wrong with you. It's BY SCOTT BEAVEN
a fantasy most of us have at one
time or another.
Philippe De :Broca obvioui;ly
admires Giradoux's play and his
movie is one long beautiful tribute
to the French author. Tributes are Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be
generally inferior panagyerics but
"King Of Hearts" is not. De Broca no longer than 250 words,
understands the cream puff typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
fragility of farce and never
telephone
number must be
hammers home a point. The
movie froths along for two hours included with the letter or it will
absolutely unconcerned w1th the not be considered for publication.
gravity of the issues with which it Names will not be withheld upon
deals. It leaves that up to us-this request, If a letter is from a group,
is a film that never underestimates pleliSe include a name, telephone
its audience, the way a film like number and address of a group
Richard Lester•s "How I Won The member. The letter wiU carry that
name, plus the name of that
War" does.
group.
Cop·Out
The Looo will publish. letters as
De Broca's tribute works
because he enlightens the genre space and the number of letters
with a post·WW II, post-Korea received allows.
· sensibility. Everything tumed out Bernas ...
alright in Gitadoux's play. It was
Bemas are unsolicited, . signed
still possible to believe that it guest editorials which do not
might back then without seeming necessarUy reflect the editorial
grostesquely naive. The policy of The Lobo, or the policy
madwoman changed the world, of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bemas
making it (in)sane. That doesn't mliY be any length, but may be
happen in "King Of Hearts"-who cut due to space limitations.
As with letters to the editor,
believes, really, that the world can
be changed anymore? If "King Of please include addtess and
Hearts" is a movie that celebrates telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or
the cop-out, and it is, it celebrates
it for some very persuliSive Bernas can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM,
reasons.
Michael Cacoyannis directed a delivered to The Lobo office at
movie some years ago called "The the e~mer.of Yale and c~nt:ral, or
Day The Fish Came Out" that was depos1ted m the Lobo Suggestion
a farce about the end of the world Box inside the el\St door of the
through nuclea:r holocaust. He Union.

•·

Ed Perspectives Started Yesterday
Developing a bettet
understanding of the concept of
.multicultural education is the goal
of "Multi..Cultural Perspectives on
Education" May 1·4, four full
days of activities.
"W11're t:rying to sharpen
persons on the concept of
multi-cultural education,"
Rudalfo Serrano, chairman of the
Co mmittae on Multi·Cilltural
Education explained.
Another general purpose of the

week is to inform persons of the
wealth .of cultuul l.'e$ources
available to them from the city to
the state levela.
"Multi•cultural perspectives on
education is not a work shop and
not a CPnference," Serrano said.
"It is just a program to bring
fac11lty, staff, ~nd students
together to get insights into what
111 ulti·cultural education is
about."
"We've invited speakers of the

three ethP.iC groups,'' he said, and
open discussion wil! follow each
speaker.
· Pedorming artists will be
featured and will "be drawing and
e~plaining why they.?re drawing
the way they are," Serrano said.
Teatro do La Calle,·a University
group from Chicano studies, will
perform as well as "Folklore" of
the Vniversity,
A calendar of events wlll be
available at the end of this week.

.Butter una
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faster tan with
Coppertone
Tanning Butter
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Coppertone Tanning Butter has extra coconut oil and
cocoa butter for an incredibly fast deep tan. That's
why more people butter up with Coppertone Tanning
/
Butter than any other.

Coppertone Tanning Butter. One of 12 great
tanning products by Coppertone.
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Official' Sun Care Produpts of Florida's Wall Disney World.
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Extra Football Attack~ed
By New Mexico Gridders

"Wind Brings Ab·out Dispersion"

to the 12:30 class time on
By TOM REICHER'l'
Head footl>all Coach Rudy Mondays and Wednesdays, is an
Feldman is not the most popular unusual time fer makeup se.ssions.
Regardless of the validity of the
man in town these days.
Feldman has instituted what sessions, the players are
you might call a "post spring'' unanimously and violently
practice for the Lobos. It has not opposed to them. Many are.
met with approval from his . simply boycotting the practice
field till the fall.
players.
Too Mu<:h Football
The "practices" are being held
"We have been playing football
under the guise of makeup
since January 24. We've had only
Mllllli!IIIIIIOIIIIIIUIIIIIJIIIUII!llllniiii\Uill\llllii\U\IIDIIIIIJIIIIIIIUIIU!UUIIIIU:liiiiiUIIIIIUQII four weeks of the school year off
from football. This is stupid," was
---·· ----""~lla...3l8IS---- . ___2M Lg_Q9.'s r~Il'lark.
.I
Many of thCJ players ·ren; the
11\IIIIWIII\llllllllllliWIIIUftlliWIIIIIIIIlllliiiiWillllllllllllllliiUUIUIIIIIIIIIIIIUWIUIUI\IIUII 5 e 8 8 i 0 n s ~ e ~e h: u r t in g team
,,
morale. "Th1s IS domg more harm
sections for Feldm11n's than goad and it's destroying
Fundamentals of Football 162 morale," related one player.
course.
Another gridder remarked that
The problem here is that half morale has "already been hurt."
/
the team is' not enrolled in the He also reasoned ~hat nothing can
course. These players have bf.!en be accomplished at thls time of
told to say they are auditing it. the year.
But,· as one player asked, ''How
Is Coach Feldman getting
• •
..
Photo bY Bob TeUe~
can you audit a class if you worried after the varsity's horrible
Joel McCr1ll1s returns a volley while do1,1bles partner David King watches
haven't registered?"
showing against the Alums (16·7) Open Tennis Success
during Saturday's action in the University's first ever open tennis tournament.
Required Course
loss two weeks ago. "I think he is
McCrillis and King competed in the Intermediate and Advanced Men's
Upperclassmen on the team getting panicky because of our
Doubles section of the tourney.
have all taken the class. It is inexperience. But this is not going
required for all freshmen. "There to help after a long spring,"
is no reason for us to audit it," asserted a football player.
stated another player, "because
The assistant coaches may agree
we have all had it already.''
with the players. "I know a By GREG LALIRE
Intermediate and Advanced Men's defeat :runner•up Yvonne Roussel.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays at majority of the assistants are
The first UNM Student and Doubles as he teamed up with
Greg Perea proved to be a
5; 00 p.m., the Lobos are against this," declared one player.
The four day a week group Faculty Open Tennis TouJ:"nament Mike Gluck to easilY defeat Tom strong beginner in the men's
supposed to go out in shoulder
pads and helmets for these sessions (conditioning and running attracted some 200 entries over Turbett and David Thompson, divisions. He was runner-up to
Bob Trimble in the Beginning
makeup sessions. This brings are done on Mondays and the weekend and Linda Estes, 6-2, 6·3'.
The Intel:mediate and Singles, losing 7 ·5, 6·3, and he
:.bout tv:o observations.
Wednesdays) may bll in j!lopardy. tournament director, called it a
Advanced Women's Singles winner teamed up with Neil Levy to win
"Nobody ever wore ;rads and There is talk that Coach Feldman "tremendous success."
There were nine different was Lorraine Welch as she the Beginning Doubles.
helmets when I took the course " may scrap the sessions due to the
events in the three day tourney. overcame runner-up Debbie
Mike Grace and Rick Blair were
explained another player (;11 mounting criticism.
That may be a wise decision Although no double•winners Wood, 6·4, 6·1. In Women's runner-ups to that duo as they
players asked that their names be
emerged from the competition, Doubles, Lois Marchi no and Millie dropped two hard·fought sets by
withheld due to ~emaining indeed.
three students took victories as Bittner defeated Cindy Huncfcld identical 7·5 scores,
eligibility).
well as runner-up finishes- Libby and Libby Pauly, 6·2, 6·3, to take
Faculty Matches
The 5:00p.m. time, as opposed
Pauly, Greg Perea and Ray Nagel. the title.
The faculty singles title was
Tom Pucci won the
Game number three of the
Mixed Doubles
won by Art Steger, professor of
strange NBA finals switches to the Intermediate and Advanced Men's
Libby Pauly combined with Mathematics and Statistics,
confines of New York's Madison Singles by defeating Ray Nagel, Jeff Osheroff to win in Mixed Runner-up was John Abrams,
Square Garden Wednesday night. 6·1, 7·5. However, Nagel Doubles. Dena King and Ron assistant professor of medicine.
The New York Knicks and Los . registered a f'U"st place in the Bronitsky were the runners-up Steger won the first set 6·4, but
the
An g e I e s Lakers exchanged
losing to Jeff and Libby 6·3 7·6: Abrams bounced back and won
best
convincing victories in Los
Vicki Sirco took the. Begi~ning the second set 7·6 (using
Angeles to set the stage for two
Women's Singles title but it took tiebreaker). Steger wrapped up
23¢
wild gaml!s in New York.
.
her three sets ( 6-2. 6·8, 6·0) to the title by whitewashing his
The Knicks are counting on an
opponent ( 6·0) in the final set.
HAMBURGER
improved performance from Earl
Tim McCurdy and David
in town
the "Pelll'l" Monroe and an injury By WOLF AGUILAR
Benedetti, psychology professor
free Dave Debusschere. Los
and associate dean ot' the graduate
UNM's tennis team
Angeles needs the real Jerry West barnstormed tlll'ough Colorado
school,
battled their way to the
Henry's Drive-In
Two weeks have gone by in this
to show up.
Faculty
Doubles
title.
this
past
weekend
sweeping
dual
shortened
Major
League
year's
1 16'Central 9 am to I I am
Joe Fashing, assistant professor
matches with Colorado, Nebraska, Baseball campaign, but the early
and the Air Force Academy.
returns really never change. of Sociology, teamed up with
The Lobo netters romped past Things like rookie sensations, fast Linda Estes herself, to finish in
Colorado 7·3 Friday in Boulder as st.arts, horrible starts, earned-run the runner-up spot.
Estes and her partner lost to
the Lobos lost only two singles averages under 2.00, and batting
matches and one doubles. The averages over .400 are always a the winning duo 6·4, 6·2, but
$ The Economics of $
Lobos were sparked by part of the early baseball scene.
Linda showed she could do more
The Cold War
come·trom·behind victories by
Falling in the category of than direct tennis tournaments.
by Robert Smith
Jean Boulle and Jim Mitchell. rookie sensations are Bobby
At your bookstore or
ll.1itchell lost his first set but Darwin of the Minnesota Twins
Hudson Rand Press
rallied in the tie breaker to win and Burt Hooton of the Chicago
111 Orchard Slreet
6-4 over CU's Pete Armstrong, Cubs. Darwin, 29·year·old cast·of£
$ Monroe, N•w York 10950 $
Boulle also lost the f'rrst· set hut of the Los Angeles Dodgers, leads
battled back under extreme the American League in
pressure to win the next two with home·runs with five, and his
The power·ladden Lobo
a tie·breaking 6-2 win over Al hitting feats have propelled the
Hamburger
softball team walloped
Johnson.
Twins into their division lead in
an inferior bunch of KUNM
Saturday the Lobos smothered the early going.
the Nebraska netmen 9·0 with
Hooton hurled a no-hitter for Circuitbrea kers Saturday
what Lobo asst. Coach Ted the Cubs in his first start of the afternoon 13·1.
The game was never in do1,1bt.
Russell termed as, "The strongest year, but he may not have the
showing we've displayed all impact Vida Blue had last season Hamburger hitters pierced the 13
season."
if his teammates continue to player KUNM defense for five big
"We learned quite a bit on our experience futility at the plate. runs in the f'mt st11nza. Daily
road. swing," he added. "At Chicago is resting uncomfortably Lobo hurler Roger "Rush"
Ruvolo limited the punchless disc
Boulder we used a high altitude in their division basement.
tennis ball we've never used
In fact, the whole Eastern jockeys to but three hits in a nine
before. The whole team took a Division of the senior circuit is in irtning mound masterpiece.
Ruvolo was supp<>rted by home
while to get adjusted to it because an uncomfortable position, or at;
it's a deader ball but we had little least unusual. Montreal, New runs by Woody "Willie Mays"
trouble with it after a few plays." York, and Philadelphia are 1·2·3 Smith, Randy "Firebug" Sitton
Before traveling to Colorado in the division. While, most Tom "Rico" Reichert and J.>au.i
Spring$ the Lobos attended the people's favorites, Pittsburgh, St. "Slammet" Sitkowski.
The victory was the
World Tennis Championships in Louis, and Chicago bring up the
Denver.
Hamburgers second in the three
rear.
"We saw some fantastic players
The two hottest teams may be game yearly athl!!tic phrase series
in ·Denver," said Russell. in the West of the National· with KUNM. 'l'he Daily Lobo
"Watching professionals such as League. Los Angeles and Houston proved its superiority in the
Rod Laver, John Newcombe, and became the fitst two teams in the rubber match.
Hitting and pitching star
many other skilled netters majors to record ten victories.
inspired us a little 1 guess."
Don Sutton of the Dodgers is Ruvolo also was . adept at
Meeting a tough Air Force team the early pitching leader with a firefighting. "Rush"
in Colorado Springs Saturday 4-0 record and ERA of 0.56. Jim singlehandedly extinguished a fite
afternoon after traveling from Wynn, coming off a sub·par year, in "Firebug" Sitton's car prior to
:Boulder didn't affect the Lobos' and Doug Radar have hit well in the gamer
Then he turned his attention to
high-flying performance much as the Astrodome with its shortened
the drunk .Circuit breakers. They
they promptly shelled the air with fences to lead the Astro attack.
never stood a chance against his
tennis balls and emerged 6-3
In the American League
victors.
Baltimore and Oakland are not famous knuckle curve ball.
A sad note to the whole affair
"We got off to a slow start as leading their respective divisions.
our No. 1 singles player, Jim They may surprise you, but was the resignation of
Mithcell lost his match with the remember it is very early. Check Circuitbreaker mentor Andy
Garmezy.
Andy' a vietitn
Falcons' Alex Parsons, 6·3, 6·3," the standings in two or three days. "Putz"
,,
said RusselL "It was our second
_Tw? controversial players are o f non-support" throughout the
match of the day and we were a enJoymg great starts-Alex "the season, sadly threw in the towel
little stiff from the trip. 'l'hn Axe" Johnsen and Richie (or after the contest.
Russel (brother to coach Russell), Dick) Allen. Prediction: Johnson
• Hoyt Wilhelm is the only
and Peter Arndt picked us up with to win batting title; Allen to win Pitcher
who has over won 100
their singles wins."
hotne·run title,
garr.es or more in relie£.
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By JAN HOLLAND
from the roal'ing '20& for the face,
"Wind Brings about feathers for the hands, and a
DispCJI.'sion." As if we don't know. wooden carved base with a heart
But that is the title of one of the saying "My Gal" make up this
exhibits in this year's annual invention.
exhibition of works by UNM art
After viewing the upstairs
department students.
exhibit, one cannot help but be
A combined showing of slightly disappointed upon
undoergrad uate and graduate entering the lower gallery
master theses candidates art work containing the master theses
is now on display through May candidates exhibit$.
14, in the axt gallery of the Fine
The only thing going for the
Arts Center.
graduate theses candidates is the
The undergraduate display, on display area itself. With the
the main floor of the gallery, undergraduate display~> so
ranges from ceramics to jewelry. crowded you can't step back to
However, the various. sculpture enjoy one exhibit without
objects highlight the show.
knocking over another, the lower
One cerarnics object by Alan gallery is a dream world beyond
Newman, fashioned after .a human compare. In fact one is often
body race car, with maybe more impressed by the ability to
Newman himself at the wheel.
be able to enjoy the exhibits than
Other of the more interesting by the exhibits themselves.
exhibits includel:l a project by Ed
The "Third Altar" representing
A sculpture by Alan Newman, depicting a
Vega for his problem in sculpture something you would expect to
display by UNM undergraduate and graduate
race car made from parts of the human · master theses candidates in the Fine Art;s
class. One wonders when viewing see in the anthropology museum •
body, is one of the many exhibits now on
this if he has just stepped into a is the first thing to catch your
Museum through May 14.
filming of Star Trek. A metal eye.
sculpture made from old plow
But have no fear, for next we
is the largest space nondescript photographs, usually
And th~re is hope for the
shares is even included. And let us come to a light sculptor, perhaps a lights,
consumer there.
of rocks and asphalt.
non-artist,· for one exhibit, a
nat forget "My Gal" the clock, a time machine, to bring U$ back to
But the smaller exhibits are just
The exhibits contain more, picture. of a bus with a sticker on
ntlw type of grandmother clock the present. This all-white exhibit, around the cornet, and what
rangjng
ftom cube sculptures to its window, is a lithograph on,
for the young at heart. A flapper with the exception of a few blue should we have but two walls of
another light exhibit.
sure enough, window stickers.
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Open Tennis Feat.u;es 15 Champs

FINIS I... HEIDEL
Erluculinn: I.ua Cuunlv
St:hno!s. GmJrJ:n \'Vomhlnglun
llnlvnr~lly. 'U1;o;n~ '!h:h. A.B ..

GuorJ:Illnwn J,u w S!:lwnl:
J.D .. J.J .. M.
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'Burgers' Bake

IneptKUNM

BUDMAN T SHIRTS
Red and blue design on heavy white cotton. Specify
size •NI'Ien ordering: S (34·36), M (38·40), L (42·44)
and XL (46·48). Price, $2.

FINIS L. HEIDEL

Shorter Season;

But Nothing Changes

.Join the
Bud. revolution

... Hop Grohum
L!>Ving!on I,nncl!H'

NBA Finals Switch

Lobo Netters
Sweep Matches

STUDENTS ARISE!

"Mosl rospm:tod parson."

llu~innss

Buc:kgmund: J,cJVin]l•

!on IIIW)'Ill' Hhl!:ll t!HII. f.na

II

L'JI

II
'I

~

County hwdtwssman. Opura·
tur u£ an lrriJ.ttllml farm.

FINIS L. HEIDEL
C:h·ic:

t\c:lh·ili!!.~:

Mmnlwr:

BUDMAN WRISTWATCH

Nnw Mmdt:n, Anwrlt:nn and
'llllWs ll11r Asw1:iallons. Pnst

Cummautlcr Luvln!llou ./\nwri·
can I.n)llun l'usl: Past Prosl·
dt!lll J.uvhiJllnn C:humber of
Camn:::rr:n: !1•rsr Prn~ident
Lovin~:tun Linus Club. Pas!
Vltm C!hnirman nf thn 1.1!11
Gounly DmMI:rnllc: Pnrly.

FINIS L. HEIDEL
\1i/ilur)· :il!nic:e: A resnn't!

armr !lfflm:r. Sc:rvcHI with
C:omlml 1-:u)litwnrs and Itt
lud]l!l Ath:oc:aln's IJnpm·tm•mt,
WWll.

FINIS L. HEIDEL
Mmnlmr·Snc:rctury. Nnw Mox·
it:(l Junior Go!lcgn Unurd.
PrHsidt!llt Nnw Mexir:u Juniut
Gulln~:n l'ounclalinn.

FINIS L. HEIDEL
He has servod ltls llmlslllu·
enls and New Mt!Xlt:o ably fur
siX C:Cil!l(l<!Uil\'llft!rlt!S as Slain
H!lprcseutallvo. HI! was 1111·
rmintlld Stain Snnntnr ill

-

MIGHTY MALT SWEAT SHIRTS

Heavy downy cotton sweat shirt with Mighty Malt in
3 color design. Specify size when ordering: S (34·36),
M (38·40), L (42·44) and XL (46-48). Price, $2,
Built by the world famous Helbros Company, 7 jewels,
mod band, lifetime guarantee. Price, $19.

\

BUDMAN BEACH TOWEL
Gigantic 3 ft. x 5 ft. soft turkish towel, printed in 6
colors. Price, $2.

WALL POSTERS
"Brewing Chart," outlining the 11 steps essential in
brewing Budweiser, a collectors Item. Measures 20"
x 30". Price, $1.
Giant Budweiser fogo, covers almost any wall - 3 ft.
x 5 ft. Price, $1.
.
Send check or money order to:
BUD REVOLUTION

P.O. Box 1564, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Prices quoted above
cover tax and han·
dling. Alluw 4 weeks
fat delivery.

Dl!!:emhnr. J!liO.

I'inls l .. Hc!itlnl's Te~:ultrainin!l
and opmunfndedn~Jss qunil·

fied l1im In lll! 11 vllal rut.H;lmr
of tlw )udh:lar.y. Taxation 1•nd
Hevenuc Cnmmiltt!lls ••t:•l.l his
clet:Uon ns Heprnsenlnlivu.
He Is II member or !he h•clid·

-

nty and Public Affulrs Cnm·

mllttw of tlw Sl!nal<:.
'rhrou~:h tho broad S(:<iJlU of

his politicnl scrvlr.n as 11 luJlfs·

Ialor. Hu!d11l has 11:lined 1111
undllrstandln!l or lnwmakinf!
thut will prove !nvalnnbltJ
when As u Suprnnw C!'llrt

Jusllcu lw hccnnl(m

1111

prl!ll!r nf law; ..

lnfm-

vo•rE FOR
FINIS L. HEIDEL
FOR SUPREME
COURT JUSTICE
I'd. 1><>1. Ad by
F. t.. lt~ldcl

Tuesday, May 2, 19'12
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~~:Jt~t~~~~ -~~~.~~:.t~~~~ :IL. ~~~rm~or ~ ~;edpe:;:; ~;~~=:~~ries
Hall at 8 p.m., as a ~art of the
Bl~c.k. Cultural Festival Week
actlVIties May 1-7, sponsored by
the Afro-American Studies and
Black Student Union.
Brother Sam Johnson will
direct the troupe in Afl'ican
dances and many other aspects of
drama.
.

In 1912, Owen Wilson belted
out 36 triples, the single season
record for the major lea.<JUes.

evolv~d It u~to an enhghtenmg
aJ(penence With scne~s from the

mother country Africa to the
presep.t.
--~~-~

As of 1968, New Mexico had
nine of its natives make it into the
major leagues to rank 45th among
the states. Pennsylvania ranked
No. 1 with 1142 players (11.8 per
cent) and Alaska ranked last
having produced only one major
leaguer.

••
1
batting average during one season
W A S HI N G T 0 N ( UP I ) was registered by Hugh Duffy in
Syndicated
columnist Jack
H
89
h't
440
·
1
1 4
.Anderson testified under oath
· e
•
•
Monday that the FBI prepared
Maury Wills ranks 5th on the reports of the eex lives of the
all-time list of leaders in stolen "High and Mighty" for the
bases. Will!! has gotten t:elatively bedtime reading of former
, President Lyndon B. Johnson.
. few "cs's."
Anders().n also accused
President Nixon of personally
Babe Ruth is best known for lying to Congressional leaders
his hitting and pitching feats but about his India-Pakistan policy
the "Sultan of Swat" stole 17 and said the administration "Lies
ba~>es twice in his 22-year career.
through its teeth" over such

on those invited to the White
House and to other official
functions to avoid embarrassing
incidents, such a& the antiwar
tirade Eartha Kitt delivered before
Ml's. Johnson in the White House,
Jioover recently testified the
FBI made more than 2. 3 million
name checks in fiscal1971. They
consist of passing on raw data
from FBI files to the White House
and other federal agencies that
request them,
·
He said "White House sources"

r-----------------------------------------~ ~*~ ~fue ~~~~h~ ~Whlm~wk~wn'~$pd''
··----------·-----·----·0. ~~ • t::Lt:LT___lf'__J' l{'_n__
~--D___lZ: 14' 'R T 1 ~ y N r..
foreign affairs adviser Henry read~ng the memos and that he

I

1--rJ :o- -----.n: .~ '---:.w.::.-..n.---;~.-----.c-.;7-...-;,;-,-----a-------------~--~------IG-ssin-ger.-----------·--------9'1>tameci_!b~repo~ts_from_''White,_
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
Anderson made the charges in Hous~ sources'~ during Johnson's
mum I $1.40 l per time run. lf ad Is to
205, afternoons preferab~y or maiL
an appearance before the House years m the Wh1te House,
run five or more cons::!Cutfve days with
.
A n d erson 0 ffere d t o prov1'de
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Classified AdverUsm"
G o v e r n· m e n t · 1 n f o r m a t 1•on
perwordandtheminimumnumberof
UNMP.O.Box2o
Subcommittee
currently the subcommittee with some of
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
reviewing the wo;kings of the the memos but he got no takers.
TERMS: Payment must be ma~e in full prior to insertion of advertisement
freedom of information law. He Ande:rson's column Monday began

Lc L

....

1)

1\.----;:) i:! ~ l'

3)

PERSONALS

URGENT I Want to sublet my apt. for the
summer to someone dependable. Furnished, 1 bedroom 11hag carpet, very
nice, $100 a month. Call Deb 2GG-a571
5/5
WANTED: LECIA III f Camera body,
wide angle lens. Robert Campbell, 27'1·
M~

5~

TRANSIT: having a hard time? Drug
Counseling and Information. Call 27'76342, Mesa Vista 1056. Sun-Thurs., G-12
Fri. and Sat. 7-2.
7/2

-

LOST&FOUND

LOST: Wallet, 5/1, 1005 Girard NE.
Phone 255-5844. Richard Hauling. Re5/2
vvnrd.
~·~--------------------~
FOUND: Black f.:male llUPP:t" on mall.
String around neck. Call 345-0570, 3111
Morningside NE.
LOST: Green wallet, in SUB theater, keep
money, Please return !.D.'s. 296-'7560 ..
5/3

3)

4)

FOR SALE

19GB VW BUS, Home camperized. Engln~
needs work $999. 247 8201, 11·12 noon.

5/5

SERVICES

WATERBED PUMPING SERVICE-Fast
half hour - chl'JJ.P, $11 - l'ont~ct l\11:'.
Centrifugal TODAY-256-2185.
5/6
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS: Expert custom black and white processing.
Push Processing for higher ASA's.
Photographs and artwork copied and
enlarged to any size, call Stewart Lewis,
268·95'79 or come to 1715 Solano NE..

5/5

FOR RENT

SUMMER occupancy near UNM for sum
mer session. Call 247-2148. Men only.
'5/6

51

1961 CHEV. St.-wagon. Rebuilt engine.
$300. 265-4332.
5/6
P.A. SYSTEM with Jenson ~<Pl'akt'rs and
Turner microphones. $350. :!43-3643. 5/6
350 YAMAHA R-5, 1970, excellent running
.;&nJitluu, ;:;oo. Juan 877-24'79.
5/5
MARTIN D-18, hard shell case, 10 years
5/5
old. $275.00. 842-6460.
1971 HONDA 350 SL, Red, excellent con5/5
dition, $650. 268-4608,
UNM RING, size 91f.l, Bachelor of Science
Degree. 19'75 Blue Starhurst stone. Massive style, Paid $70.00--i!ell for $50.00.
Parker 298·7091.
5/5
1964 OPEL KADETT Stattonwagon-Air
conditioning. MWit eel!. $350, 266·1418.

LOST OR FOUND AN ANIMAL? Call
Anima! Humane Auoclatfon. 255·5528.
.tfn
HOME REPAIR Television Servicing I
Service Call, $2. Portables wanted I 268·
4589.
5/4
5/5
JEWELRY /ENAMELING
Instruction:
All techniQues: studio near university:
1'75 KAWASACKI, rebuilt engine, chopped,
842-8496. Pam.
Un
_!5.00 or best offer, 842-6402.
5/5
THE PIT-Foreign cars only 11tudent
MULTIPLEX
receiver
with
Garrard
rates-tune-ups, brakes, etc. 842-0528.
changer, $'79.96. United Freight Sal!!t!,
5/8
392'7 San Mateo NE.
-4/24
MCAT/DAT: Summer home 11tudy review
1969
VW.
Good
condition,
mWit
sell,
$850
and testing pro~tram for the Medical
or best off~r. 265-1698.
6/6
Dental Admissions Tests. For Information write: Graduate Studies Center, Box
BASIC H SHAKLEE, complete line or386, New York, NY. 10011.
5/5 ,
ganic products, call 243-4604 afternoos.
5/5
TYPING. IBM Electric. Reasonable Rate.
11109 Morr}s Pl. N.E. 296-8349. 5/12
1971 HONDA 850SL. $650. Perfect condition. 5'700 mi. 242-4012 after 4 :00 p.m.
PROFESSIONAL RESUME WITH 50
• 5/5
COPIE5-off-set press. Special student
rate of $14.50 ($11 .. 50 for original only),
HANDMADE in Sweden•. Goya Guitar,
Call 265-8751 for appointment-Mr. Pat.
$260. 242-0718 or 247-4749, ask for
teraon.
tfn
Priscilla.

LOBO

talked mostly about what he
claimed was the unjustified
secrecy surrounding many foreign
policy and defense actions.
But he told the Congressmen
there was another kind of activity
that was kept secret-one he said
should not be conducted in the
first place.
"At home the Executive branch
conducts secret investigations of
prominent Americans," Anderson
said. "Their sex lives, drinking
habits and personal affairs have
co me under FBI scrutiny,
NINE YR. OLD GELDING, Morgan- although the FBI has no
Quarter Horse. Good pleasure horse. For
information call 855-6840, after 6 p.m. jurisdiction nor justification for
• on weekdays.
5/2 this kind of snooping. A love
IF YOU BUY ART SUPPLIES ELSE· affair, no matter how sordid, is no
WHERE, YOU'RE CRAZY! We have
city's lowest prices. This ad pays your business of the Federal Bureau of
sales tax. Art Stuf', 1824 Central. 5/2 Investigation, Yet FBI Chief J.
HAND MADE LEATHER PANTS. Cus- Edgar Hoover has demonstrated
tom. $55 to $65, 282-5!194.
5/5 an intense interest in who is
1970 VW SEDAN, yellow AM-FM, great s 1 e e p 1' n g W 1' t h whom 1'
buy, at $1,200. 255-6385 or 865-9449. 5/5
·
n
-- .
Washington.
THE ~:Jl;j\THERBACK TURTLE is in Old
"President Johnson was one
Town at 109 Romero St. NW. We atUI
have ou~ "andals, bags, lianto, jacket:!, White House occupant who had a
~s, belt pouches and more.
4/11 fine appreciation for stories about
SACRIFICE. 1965 Ford Galaxle 500 con- the extracurricular love lives of
vertible, $395. Call after 5:00. 248-50JJs public figures. Hoover happily
1971 SINGER Sewing Machines, $49.95. prepared secret memos, loaded
United Freight Sales, 392'7 San Mateo with intimate details about the
4 / 24 personal affairs of the high and
NE.
SO USED PORTABLE TV'a. $80-$60. 441 mighty~ for the President's
Wyoming NE. 266-5981.
ti/2
bedtime reading."
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. Student
None of the lawmakers
discount on everything in store. Darkroom supplles, film, chemicals, process- interrogated Anderson about the
Ing. Southern Exposure LTD., 2318 Central across from Yale Park.
tfn sex memo charges. But questioned
by newsmen after the hearing,
6} EMPLOYMENT
Anderson said he could offer no
direct proof that Hoover
personally took part in
preparation of the alleged memos
or that he did so "happily." But
he contended that the FBI is so
dominated by Hoover that he is
sure they were drafted with
TEACHERS WANTED. West, Southwest, Hoover's "concurrence. u
and some Eastern states, Interested, conAnderson also indicated ~
tact SW Teachers Agency, 1304 Cen·
tral NE. 242-3645. Our 26th year newsmen that he thought the FBI
t~lacing teachertl. Bonded and a mem•
ber of N.A.T.A.
5/5 was still checking on the private
"PERSONS OF VARIOUS OCCUPA· lives of citizens but that it was not
TION REGARDING N. AMERICA and sending reports on the
Overseas Opportunities, up to $2,600 ..00
monthly. For complete Information, write investigations to Nixon.
The FBI refused official
to JOB RESEARCH, Box 1253, Sta·A:
Toronto, Ont. Enclose $5 to cover cost.'
5/5 comment on Anderson's charges.
But the memos he referred to
FLOWERS MAKE THE DAY BEAUTIFUL-Sell flowers-good pay-118 Yale appeared to be what the Fm calls
SE. 266-1011.
tfn ccName Checks." They are made
5)

UNM GRAD STUDENT does good tuneups for $5. Includes timing, carb adjustment, installation and gauging of
points, condenser, and plugs. Other
work done cheap includes installation of
shocks ( $2 each), waterpumps, and
other mundane chores that service stations rip you off for. Grant, Box 41?6,
Station A, 8'1106.
tfn
TRAVELING? S T A Y OVERNIGHT
FREE! Stuck at home? Meet traveling
people, Exchange privileges with members in U.S. and Canada. White: Uni·
versity Travelers Club, Box 9147, Berk·
5/5
eley, CA. 94709,
HOROSCOPES erected and interpreted,
priced $3.00 and up. Albuquerque As·
_!!~~gy Cent~r, 294-5800.
5/2
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, IDENTIFICATION photo. Fast, inexpensive,
pleasing, Near UNM. Cull 266-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
4/28
YOUR WEPPING ceremony recorded in
sterl!<l, $30. Call 268-6577. 5·7 p.m. 5/4
------·
50 RESUME8-UNM SPECIAL, $13.60.
Also Local-National-Overseas Employer
Submittals. Ralph Shaffer. Professional
RESUMES. 296-8891,
6/5

IMPORTANT NOTICE. Please readWin FREE - FREE - FREE. Win
Invitation and ALL Expense Paid Trip
to Inauguration and Inaugural Ball In
January-Send dollar for registration to:
WASHINGTON WEEKENDS CORPORATIONS POST OFFICE BOX 876Southport, NORTH CAROLINA 28461.
4/5
AGORA-For when you have a big problem or just a small one that sticks. 24
houri! every day this sPring, NW
corner of Mesa Vista, 277·3013.
tfn

2)

SERVICES

.FOR SALE

carrying excerpts from purported
FBI memos covering such
celebrities as actors Marlon
Brando and Harry Belafonte,
athletes such as Joe Namath,
Muhammad Ali, Lance Rentzel
~nd J'?e Louise and black leaders
mcludmg Ralph Abernathy and
Roy Innis.
jj~£iii~~~~ii~~~~ir

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin·op Dry-Ciea11ing

and Laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
.
2106 Central S.E.
. 247·0836

r. . .
!

SAVE up to ... 1l
EVERYDAY 12

OI'£N DAILY-SAf, ll-5 • CftEDIT CAllOS loCCEI'JtD

Wild Shirts
~off
• STOP - SAVE TODAYI Come IIW< Soon ..•
tltw S~ll~:r.e~1s Nrtv:r.1 O.J!!y,
• 1711 YALE SE •.. on the roid to ll>e Atrport.
• Behind P"IOnnr w..r, bUIIdin& rnarkecl "RETAIL."
• Vosltcrs Wetecmel tall 247 1567
for dirtctiOI'Is • Patk it the Ooot.

Factory Outlet
WHO NEEDS
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION?

CLA§§!FIED
A DVERTI§ING

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$'-------

PLACE[) B Y . - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

9.05 Yale S.E.

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

. .-

(and your
favorite drinks)

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

-~~~;.~;~·

m

*Persons who feel they need in·
creased energy to meet the complex
demands of our time.
*Persons who feel they need clarity
of mind and increased insight to
solve their claily problems more effectively.
*Persons who rmd that their health
is being affected by the accumula·
tion of tension or fatigue.
Q. What is TM?
A. A simple, very natural technique to give the body deep rest
while simultaneously dynamically
increasing one's mental efficiency.
Q. Will it conflict with my religion
or beliefs?
A. Absolutely not! In fact, many
persons rmd increased understanding and enrichment of their beliefs
through TM.
Q. Is there any scientific support
for TM's claims?
A. Yes, research at Harvard, Stanford, and several other major uni·
versities has conrttmed the physiological changes which occur during
transcendental meditation (e.g.; see
Scient/fit American, Feb.1972)
Q. Can anyone learn TM?
A. Yes, it is easily learned in 4 sessions of approximately 1~ hours
each on 4 consecutive days.
INTRODUCTORY LECTUR~:

WED.jMAY3

12:00 Mitchell Hall102 or
3:00 or 8:00 Education 105

'

.
...
...
.
..

Sponsored by the Students' Inter-:
national Meditation Society a nonprofit, educational organization. ·
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